The following is a list of suggested quality titles for summer reading. Feel free to read anything else that interests you! Visit the Nashua Public Library’s catalog to hold a book for curbside pickup or the eMedia page for ebooks and e-audiobooks.

Angleberger, Tom, *The Princess and the Pit Stop* (Hoopla, Libby)
Once upon a time there was a Princess . . . who made a pit stop. While the Birds and Beasts changed her tires, her Fairy Godmother told her she was in last place!

Bateman, Teresa, *Fiona’s Luck* (Tumblebooks)
The greedy Leprechaun King has locked away all the luck in Ireland and the whole country has fallen into despair.

Charman, Katrina, *The Ninjabread Man* (Hoopla)
In a terrific twist on the original tale of The Gingerbread Man, follow the amazing Ninjabread Man as he dips and dives out of danger!

Claflin, Willy, *The Uglified Ducky* (Tumblebooks)
You may think you know the story of the Ugly Duckling, but think again.

Cummings, Phil, *Boy*
The king is at war with the dragon that has burned his forest. Enter the hero of the story, Boy, who lives in a village on the edge of the kingdom and does not hear or talk, but instead speaks through sign language, drawing, and writing.

Daywalt, Drew, *The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors*

Dudziuk, Kasia, *Fairy Tales* (Hoopla)
The fantasy scenes of fairy tales are full of fun things to spot. (*Spot-A-Thon series*)

Dyckman, Ame, *You Don’t Want a Unicorn*
A child wishes for a unicorn without realizing how unruly they are as pets.
Fields, Terry, *Burro’s Tortillas / Las tortillas del burro* (Hoopla)
What do you get when you cross The Little Red Hen with a burro and his friends? Burro’s Tortillas!
El Burro encuentra muy difícil obtener ayuda de cualquiera de sus amigos mientras que él trabaja menuculosamente para convertir el maíz en tortillas.

Heling, Kathryn & Hembrook, Deborah, *Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do* (Hoopla)
Clothes and special gear from different professions appear on a clothesline, with an accompanying four line stanza asking the reader to guess what job that person does.

Love, Jessica, *Julián is a Mermaid* (Libby)
While riding the subway home from the pool with his abuela one day, Julián notices three women spectacularly dressed up...

Munsch, Robert, *The Paper Bag Princess* (Hoopla)
This bestselling modern classic features a princess who rescues a very snooty—and ungrateful—prince.

Murray, Diana, *Unicorn Day* (Hoopla)
Today is Unicorn Day and all the unicorns celebrate, but there are some rules: you have to have a horn, you must fluff up your hair, and fun is mandatory. [Unicorn Day movie](#)

Perlman, Janet, *Penguin Cinderella* (Hoopla)
A retelling of the classic Cinderella story with penguins as the characters.

Potter, Beatrix, *The Tale of Peter Rabbit* (Project Gutenberg)
The story of mischievous and disobedient young Peter Rabbit as he gets into, and is chased about, the garden of Mr. McGregor. (For Beatrix Potter's books go to: [www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/292](http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/292))

Schwartz, Alan, *In A Dark Dark Room* (Hoopla)
Shivering skeletons, ghostly pirates, chattering corpses, and haunted graveyards...all to chill your bones!

Schwartz, Marcia, *Lobo and the Rabbit Stew* (Tumblebooks)
Lobo is a wolf who must eat a succulent rabbit stew while the moon is full or he will go cuckoo.

Spires, Ashley, *Larf* (Hoopla)
The funny tale of a seven-foot-tall, scarf-sporting sasquatch who discovers he may not be alone in the world.

Stevens, Janet, *Tops & Bottoms* (Tumblebooks)
It seems Mr. Rabbit is in a bit of a fix. After losing that race to Turtle, he’s in a bit of a financial jam.

Willems, Mo, *Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs* (Hoopla)
A spin on the traditional tale with dinosaurs as the main characters, who visit Norway. Don’t miss *Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs* movie.

Find these and other stories on the Nashua Public Library website: [www.nashualibrary.org](http://www.nashualibrary.org)

Go to the Emedia page where you will find Tumblebooks, Overdrive and Hoopla.